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Jessica Caracciolo’s Reading Testimonials
Last updated: 05/28/2018

"Thank you! A+++" W. N. 05/26/2018
"I am reading the email right now and I just starting crying with tears of joy. My grandmother and
mother passed away, as well as my father. And the name “Anna” is my mom! & my birthday is
coming up June 19 :) thank you so much!!! :) :)" A. N. 05/25/2018
"Fantastic reading second one I’ve had, again right on the money will use again" S.J. 03/15/2018
"Amazing as usual , thanks so much" S.J. 01/10/2018
"Thank you! A very interesting reading indeed! I would do it again" A.H. 01/08/2018
"Nice Reading! Thank you ..." V.R. 11/5/17
"Amazing and accurate . Highly recommended" S.J. 10/22/2017
“Very accurate and put me on the right direction” H.R. 08/2015
“Luvly reading thank u very much x” S.V. 08/2015
“Recieved. Hasnt blew me away but gave a bit of good advise maybe” J.M. 08/2015
“Thank you.” 08/2015
“A true lightworker and wonderful reader.” S.H. 08/2015
“A++++++++++++++++++++++++” L.E. 07/2015
“Thank you for a detailed reading, you lifted my spirits.” D.Z. 07/2015
“Lovely reading,lovely lady,good comms,many thanks.Recommend! A****” Tab 07/2015
“A portal to the unknown-see my Reilly” B.L. 07/2015
“Very apt and appreciated. Thank you so much. x” B.E. 07/2015
“Good communication and reply – look forward to seeing what happens, thank you”
Q.B. 07/2015
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“great advice” Pam 06/2015
“Quick response and fast payment. Perfect! THANKS!!” F.R. 06/2015
“repeat customer, really impressed!” R.A. 06/2015
“Thank you.” R.D. 06/2015
“Quick response, thanks!” H.H. 05/2015
“Traveled through the 4 th dimension to see my Reily-thank you” B.L. 05/2015
“Amazing reading & a genuine & talented special lady!!! Would recommend A***”
T.E. 05/2015
“Many thank” B.C. 04/2015
“Great insight good advice feel better as gave great options to choose thanksxx” P.C.
“I can sleep better hearing my Reilly. A lifeline beamed through the darkness.” B.L. 04/2015
“Very accurate and giving lady thank you.” M.S. 04/2015
"thank you looking forward to seeing what happens X" 03/2015
"Ace" 02/2015
"Really nice lady down to earth thanks x" 02/2015
"A beam of light through darkness to see my Reilly" 01/2015
"Can't really grade the accurate description yet" 01/2015
"Thank you for your reading :-)" 01/2015
"Great information,as always." 01/2015
"Quick response and fast payment. Perfect! THANKS!!" 01/2015
"Quick response and fast payment. Perfect! THANKS!!" 01/2015
"Thank you for your insights......a most interesting reading :-)" 01/2015
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"Thank you very much" 01/2015
"Thank you & much love to you xoxo" 01/2015
"Thank you for transcending time and space to find my Reilly" 01/2015
"Lovely lady, a good reading will be back" 01/2015
"Fabulous reader has given me lots of hope" 01/2015
"Wow! Amazing detailed in depth warm super accurate reading highly recommend A+ x" B.D. 12/28/14
"My 15 year old dog is now home safe and sound. Spot on reading" December 2014
"Really enjoyed this :)" December 2014
"Pleasure to talk to and cant wait for it to all happen,thankyou so much A++++++" December 2014
"thanks so much for the reading....its very true , absolutely will be back..." December 2014
"Thank you for helpful insights. Very much appreciated." December 2014
"Lovely detailed reading. thank you" December 2014
"super sale" December 2014
"Lovely lady, great message, can't wait!" December 2014
"Very good reading!" December 2014
"Thank you for helping me find my Reilly" December 2014
"great reading thank you" December 2014
"brilliant" December 2014
"Helpful as always!" December 2014
"She is good! Will definitely buy again!" 07/21/24 December 2014
"GREAT READING!! Thank you!!" 07/17/14 December 2014
“You're incredibly insightful and very accurate, and this is coming from a customer who has been to a lot
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of psychics and knows the real deal when she sees it.” Nov 7, 2014
“Good sound advice! “
“Thanks“
“Fantastic thank you so much“
“very nice.thanks“
“Interesting reading and will wait and see the outcome of my prediction“
“Good comunication! Nice Helpful Reading!! Thanks!!! “
“thank you. “
“Thank you for the reading. “
“She is good! Will definitely buy again! “
“fast delivery thanks“
“Excellent seller...understanding and honorable.. “
“GREAT READING!! Thank you!! “
"THIS SELLER IS THE BEST !!!! HIGHLY RECCOMMEND!!!!!! A1 ALL THE WAY!!!! AAAAA++" 07/10/14
"thank you-helping me connect to my Reilly" 07/03/14
"inspiring me to find my Reilly" 06/16/14
"Amazing reading helped me feel more positive about a bad situation" 06/08/14
"Excellent reading by understanding, kind person.It was a pleasure, thank you A+" 05/31/14
"Nice lady Unsure if reading psychic or common sense BUT may b that what i need!" 05/31/14
"Thank you x" 05/28/14
"thank you for your spirit and energy" 05/21/14
"thanks :)" 05/17/14
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"Thank you. Recommended" 05/15/14
"Absolutely fantastic reading! Thank you so much :-) xx" 05/15/14
"Very pleased with reading AAAAAAAAAAA++++++++++++++++++" 05/13/14
"Great, thank you!!!" 05/12/14
"wonderful thoughts and insights-some peace in my life" 05/12/14
"thank you for bringing some peace in my life--will be in contact" 05/07/14
"I really enjoyed the reading and the helpful information. Hope for another soon!" 05/05/14
"Time will tell if it's relevant or not. Pleasant interaction." 05/05/14
"Excellent!" 05/05/14
"Thank you" 04/28/14
"Very VERY gifted and accurate pyschic!" 04/18/14
"Thank you" 04/17/14
"Nice lady, makes sense, thanks x" 04/12/14
"Excellent - highly recommend - thank you!" 03/07/14
"Very honest and straightfowarding. High recommeded! She is very gifted! :)" 03/07/14
"Amazing insight gifted lady - recommend to others thank u so kindly xx" 02/20/14
"Remarkably insightful..." 02/05/14
"awesome!! such a spiritual gift soul!!!!!!! Thank You!!" 01/30/14
"Thanks, lovely reading, very prompt service !" 01/14/14
"Great, perfect and excellent service. Am greatful thanks" 01/10/14
"Very helpful. Thank you!!" 01/06/14
"Lovely reading, thanks so much xxx" 01/03/14
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"Thanks great" 01/03/14
"Very personable seller, kind, caring, swift reply, encouraging reading v.good" 12/12/13
"Thanks!" 12/09/13
"thx for d sincere reading, 5*" 12/04/13
"Very fast service, definitely recommended thank you!" 12/04/13
"very interesting loved reading!!!" 12/02/13
"Thank u! Quick and honest response." 11/27/13
"Thanks Jess. You have gained another fan. Recommended to All." 11/27/13
"✿´´¯`•.¸¸. ♥.☆¸.Amazing Seller, Excellent Reader ¸ღ¸☆ ¸.✿´´¯`•.¸¸" A.B 11/16/13
"Amazingly accurate..very good indeed! Sound advice." R 11/14/13
"excellent and accurate insight , and advice also worked quickly . many thanks" 11/06/13
"100% recommend. Genuine, honest - quick reading. Excellent ebayer" T. 11/01/13
"thanks so much, very talented...." C 10/27/13
"Was good, tanx for the info, she for real, take care X" M. 10/26/13
"Great reading and informative, thank you :)" L. 10/19/13
"muy contenta,gracias" A. 10/13/13
"Very good, accurate reading. Superfast delivery. Thank you." JM.PH 10/08/13
"Hi Jessica,
"May I say that I was blown away by your readings. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for this
amazing insight and profound wisdom. Let's face it, the world definitely needs more people like you."
T.D. 09/22/13
"Dear Jessica, Thank you very much, your gift is truly amazing. You were spot on and I am sooooo
grateful for the reading." T.F.09/09/13
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“Jessica,
Thank you very, very much. You have given me several hints that reinforce what I had already started to
do. R always comes through. And with your help, he has again.
Again, thanks. --M.D 06/11/13”
“Wow!! Thank you very much for your reading and answers! I appreciate your help; this reading is very
accurate and awe-inspiring. I will definitely call upon the Goddesses and Archangels to help me. Sending
you blessings and love! D.B 06/11/13”
“Dear Jessica,
Thank you so very much for your reading regarding my marriage situation. I have been so confused for
the past few months about what to do so I gave up trying to figure it out on my own and turned to you
for help. I was amazed at how your answers were right on point - it brought tears to my eyes. You saved
my marriage and helped me to open my eyes and realize my surroundings that I had been ignoring for
quite some time. Had I not asked you for help, I would have walked away from my marriage of 7 years
and would've walked into a very nasty situation. Thank you so very much and most importantly my
family thanks you!!
M.G. 05/11/13”
“Dear Jess,
Thanks so much for the reading you recently did for me. Your psychic abilities are incredibly awesome
and you are truly gifted.
When things you told me started coming true, I was floored! I called my sister and mother everytime
something you mentioned in my reading came true. They were jaw-dropping, eye-popping moments. I
will highly recommend you to anyone who is looking for a psychic/clairvoyant.
Thanks again!
Audrey Constant
Radio Personality (Boston)
Magic 106.7 and Easy 99.1″
(03/12/13)
“Your reading yesterday was very accurate. Your spirit guides pinpointed areas that I myself am vaguely
aware of. Thank you so much. ” R. G. 02/08/13
“My reading with Jessica was is truly amazing! The greatest part of the reading was the compassion she
delivered along with accurate facts, and gentle information that had me in tears! Jessica was RIGHT on
target with her information which left me feeling very confident in her work!! I was not confused with
her messages! For me that was very important! Jessica’s gifts are REAL and above all filled with LOVE,
LIGHT, and hope! I thank her for my reading and all the great information everyday! TWO THUMBS WAY
UP!!! ” Sarah 01/25/13
“I just want to thank you for the reading you gave me Jessica! You gave me advice and insight on not
only the questions I had but you also answered questions I didn’t ask you! Your insight was wonderful–
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you are a very kind, compassionate POSITIVE person! I can’t thank you enough!” T.T 01/08/13
“Jessica’s reading was just what I needed and was very reassuring. I highly recommend her. One thing
that was really interesting about her reading (which was by email) was that she gave me certain advice
during the reading that was absolutely what I needed to hear at the very time she wrote down was the
start time of the reading. When I got my email and thought back on what was happening to me at the
time she was doing the reading, it applied so neatly I was amazed. Receiving the reading also opened
me up to being more in tune psychically and with my intuition – for example, after the reading, I told a
relative via phone about something Jessica had said that made sense to me about a really sensitive
topic. How my relative responded to what I said bothered me, and when the call was over, I was
thinking of why it bothered me. This relative called me again and said exactly what I needed to hear to
feel at ease with what she had said during the first call, which helped let go of the negative thoughts I
was having about my situation. It is as if my guides or an angel prompted this relative to say what I
needed to hear right when I needed to hear it – and it supported the reading Jessica had given me.
Then, later that same night, I felt the presence of the archangel Jessica had recommended I call on for
help. Many years ago I was in a room where a psychic medium said she felt this archangel in the room.
What I perceived then many years ago now I vividly remember but I have never felt it again until after
Jessica suggested I call on this archangel – I was in a church service listening to a sermon that related to
yet another part of my reading and I felt this wonderful sense that the archangel was there enjoying the
message and pleased that I was connecting the dots. I will definitely request additional readings in the
future!” Heather 12/17/12
“Hi Jessica, Just wanted to say thank you soooo much, for providing me with that reading. I really felt
like I needed a little validation on certain things and this reading provided that for me.” B 12/03/12
“Hi Jessica, Thank you for the reading. I really enjoyed it and resonated with it too. I am feeling that I am
track now more too. ” S. 11/27/12
“The first thing I thought of when reviewing the reading you sent to me was WOW – Jessica is really
good to be able to pickup the things she did about my career, family budget, and health. Things were
said that there was no way she could have known the facts. I really appreciate her insight and it was
well worth the money spent! I’ll be sure to follow up with you on your predictions and use your services
again.” M.A. 10/24/12
“I had reached a critical juncture in my life in terms of work, family and spiritual fulfillment and I really
needed some help and guidance. I came across Jess’ website by chance and new straight away when I
saw her that she could be that guiding light I was looking for. She did not dissapoint, with a reading that
was right on tune. It gave me the answers I was searching for, but already knew in my heart. Her reading
was extremely accurate and demonstrated to me that she was clearly acting as a conduit for a higher
form of consciousness. Thank you again Jess. ” Peace to You, D.M 10/23/12
“Jessica’s reading was very accurate concerning my direction in life, things I needed to work on and even
confirmed a conversation I had had with my husband regarding something very specific. If you are
looking for an affirmation or guidance she is a trustworthy person too seek if from”. Karen 10/23/12
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“Hi Jessica,
I want to thank you so much for your very accurate and thoughtful reading. There wasn’t anything you
said that I couldn’t relate to. I feel more relaxed and centered with less apprehension and more
optimism about the future. I could sense your sincerity and integrity in addressing the questions I had
for you and in the answers you provided. Thanks Again, Lois” 09/08/12
“I can say with extreme enthusiasm that I highly recommend Jessica for readings. This is the first reading
I have had where I felt 100% comfortable and confident with the information I was receiving…. In other
words, I trust her. I will continue to go to Jessica for future readings and guidance, and will tell my
friends and family about her
Thank you Jess!” Heidi 08/15/12
“Hi Jessica,
I wanted to say thank you for my reading and wow!! I found you on the internet and really liked your
blog, so I decided to give it a try. I am so glad I did!!
Your reading was amazing, you really hit home on everything I asked about and more. You are truly
gifted and I look forward to more readings.
Thank you so much!!
Jackie” 08/15/12
“Jessica! Wow thank you so much for my reading. I am so truly grateful and so impressed with you and
your abilities to give such accurate information and such a discount for so much information you share.
you are truly a gift to all of us who are lucky enough to cross your path. I truly feel so grateful to have
found your website and will never again go to any other psychic as your the real deal and unlike the
fakes out there…I thank you! And thank you for your selfless work to help others. You are truly amazing
and I hope God gives you back as much as you give to others. My husbands favorite place in the world is
right there in Boston, (Marblehead ). He goes there at least once a year.. I thank your parents for giving
us all such a great gift. (You). Thank you for taking time to share your gifts. For some reason I heard you
needed to hear this. there is those of us who believe and those who Like to always try and bring others
down. Thanks Jess! Your an amazing gift to this world we all share. I am and feel blessed to have crossed
your path:)
I will definitely use you for my next reading.
Shelleen Angeloni” 08/13/12
“Jessica: I want to thank you so much for the incredible reading you gave me! I gave you such little
information about me, and yet everything you told me about my life, desires, outcomes, etc was SO
accurate–not vague (like some other readings I’ve received in the past). You have a very special gift, and
I feel blessed to have stumbled upon you via the internet. : ) You have a sweet, kind soul–a very special
person. And I want to thank you again for reminding me the breathe, and after all these years remind
me of my own talents and gifts. I had forgotten the power I have within myself (and with God) and you
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reminded me to start using it again. I already see positive changes happening in my life! : ) Thank you
again!” Tami 08/04/12
“My reading from Jess was amazing! I probably would have never believed someone could be this
accurate if it didn’t happen to me…..and all I did was send her an email with my name! Jess is truly
gifted!” -Doug S. 05/29/12
“Thanks for your amazing reading and insights. You are a gifted and genuine soul.” L. 05/16/12
“Thank you so much! All I can say is WOW!!!!! I can not say thank you enough! Again THANK YOU!
Simply Amazing!!!” V.T. 05/15/12
“I just had a one question reading done. Oh my! Never underestimate the power of a one question
reading with Jess. It zeroed in on my question and gave a descriptive answer—not just a one line
response. Jess told me everything I needed to know, and then some! She definitely comes from a place
of integrity and caring. I will be back for more! If you want to brighten someone’s life-give them the gift
of Jessica.” Mary 5/10/12
“I was super impressed by my reading with Jess! I asked five questions, without giving any detail behind
them and she answered them as if she knew my whole life story. Incredibly accurate, extremely
compassionate, down to earth and very refreshing! Her prices are Excellent – the information I received
for that price was just crazy good! I highly recommend Jess for a reading for yourself or as a gift! I LOVED
my reading and have already recommended Jessica to my friends! Michelle – NJ Reading done
March 16, 2012″
“Thank you – fast response – great service – great communication! Really Helpful!” Joy 03/09/12
“She’s so dead on! I never knew an email reading could be this good! Jess channeled my Spirit Guide
team, my recently departed Grandmother, and used her gifts to figure out everything I was currently
going through. Right away, she identified some abnormalities in my aura that I were negatively
impacting me and gave me steps to take to become more grounded. Knowledge is power, and she was
able to elevate me in a way that I know I will receive a lot of growth and progress in my intuitive
development. She has given me A LOT of information, but what I love about it is that she gave me the
necessarily advice and steps to do something with that information. It really was the best reading I’ve
ever had. I’m so excited to work with what she’s provided me and I will definitely be working with Jess
again!”
- AJ McClary 03/05/12
“Great Reading!” 03/01/12
“Down to earth and really connected. great reading! thanks!” 02/16/12
“thank you!” 02/14/12
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“Like her reading!!! Highly recommend” 02/10/12
quick to answer, will update on accuracy in March..thank you!” 02/08/12
“Jessica is accurate, compassionate, quick to respond, highly recommend, A+++” 02/03/12
“Jess is the best, always there when needed. In depth, detailed, comforting A+” 01/31/12
“THANK YOU GREAT READING !!!!!!” 01/30/12
“Great reading! Not able to make sense out of it all yet but very insightful

” 01/26/12

“Quick response, very detailed, in depth, really went above and beyond A+” Debby 01/23/12
“WOW super fast, very detailed, really went above and beyond, very caring A+” Diane 01/21/12
“Thanks for the details and truth.” 01/15/12
“Excellent, very accurate, Im impress!” 01/14/12
“Thank you” 01/12/12
“100% accurate. Everything made sense. I will be back. Thank you Jess

” Cecilia 01/11/12

“Oh thank you so much Jess. Your reading was so spot on and so in depth. I couldn’t have asked for a
better and nicer reading, it makes perfect sense. Best wishes” -Claudia 01/11/12
” Hello Jesssica, thank you very much for the reading, I’m very impressed of your gift. Everything you say
about me is true, writing, sensitivity, clairaudience, you are very accurate! I just want to ask you if the
new man could be someone with the same description you gave me, likes to travel,light-brown hair,
lighter skin, french, but he is a businessmen. Because I heard his name like one month before meeting
him and then I met him in France. My actual boyfriend is a professor of social sciences, could be mixed
or the french guy I met is not the new one?
Thank you very much for clarifying me!” -Her follow up ” Thank you Jessica, you are an angel
Giovanna 01/11/12

”-

“WONDERFUL, KNEW THINGS WITH TOTAL ACCURACY, VERY KIND & HELPFUL, WILL BE BACK” -Marita
01/09/12
“Great Reading, thanks for your help!” 01/08/12
[In response to the reading after being tested. He was skeptical at first.] “Well…… That’s a pretty cool
trick ( giggling). I mean that as a complement. It just so happens that I sued a restaurant 3 years ago and
the case is in It’s final stage in federal court. It will most likely settle out of court. I expect to win the
case with all of the evidence on my side. I am pretty sure the opponent knows their impending defeat.
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The amount of money will be substantial. You are right, I need to chill out and be more positive. Thank
you . Peace and love…. James.” 01/06/12
“Wonderful as always.” 01/06/12
Very nice reading. And very helpful.” 01/05/12
“Many thanks!! Fast shipment and nice person.” (Reading sent in 24 hours) – Eva 01/03/12
“LOVE HER SO MUCH… HAPPY NEW YEAR!” 12/27/11
“Hello Jessica thank you again for the reading I am so delighted to be employed again. I start work
tomorrow. I will tell friends and family that you are an amazing clairvoyant all the best to you merry
Christmas” 12/22/11
“So Impressive. She is the very best on eBay! Thank You very much.” 12/21/11
“Tells it like it is. Truly gifted. I do love her & her Angels and you will too.” 12/21/11
“Reading is very short But Accuracy is most important and she is Excellent!” 12/21/11 (from 1 question
reading)
“Thank you! xxoo.” 12/18/11
“Right on The Money! Detail by Detail” 12/16/11
“Very nice reading. Would recommend!” 12/14/11
“Solid reading…very positive in nature!” 12/09/11
“I really don’t appreciate psychics, they seem to me more like occultists who practice demonic arts and
that they trick people for gains. But my curiosity hungers for what these psychics really do when my
mom and dad start explaining to me how our business bloomed over the help of some psychic. I want to
know if it is all just a hoax or their methods are real. That is why I tried it out and my choice was Jessica
Caracciolo, a much respected psychic. Indeed if you see her she seems to be really unusual. There is
something in her that I really could not explain. I was really awed when she told me my past just by
looking at me. She also told me that luck is indeed in my favor but still needs to be improved. I assure
you her skills in this field are very exceptional. I am a better person now because I have become more
open minded because of her guidance. I heard she can also help find lost items and there are no doubts,
even individuals. Most of the time, if I am having difficulties with my decision making I ask her opinion
about it, and gladly her answer is very good. You may contact her at (617) 394-8313 or you may visit her
website thru http://www.intuitiveexpressions.moonfruit.com. She will gladly attend to your needs. Her
office is located at Everett, Massachusetts 02149″ Testimonial found online at random. Click here.
“Thank Jess, this has been so valuable to me. I will for sure be working with your further. you were right
on the spot and I am so thankful that you were able to help me make things clearer thru your
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conversations with the angels. I feel very blessed to have connected with you and I know that we were
meant to connect. Feel free to use anything I have said as a testimonial, I would recommend you to
anyone!” Karen 12/03/11
“Accurate and helpful!” Jannat 12/02/11
“Thank you for your time! Shall keep you posted on the outcome! A+ service” Zubin 12/02/11
“thank you for the great reading very accurate” Judy 12/02/11
“Once again –you nailed it. You. Are. Awesome. What an unbelieveable gift you have. Thank you so
much for giving me the tools for to help ease my sister’s mind. Mary 10/23/11″
“Anyone who is looking for a little guidance with their life should check out jessica for a reading. I have
had several different types and found that each one offers a little different perspective on my life or on
my questions. I have found them to be overall very accurate and I know from past readings, the future
things she talks about generally come true! I am already looking forward to the next reading I get from
Jess. There are so many things I want to ask about Mary 10/11/11″
“Hi Jess, I said we will see. Well, you were spot on. My journey from England to the Ukraine went
smoothly but, more importantly, the lady I met was fantastic. I was totally relaxed from the word go and
,as you suggested, felt an instant soul mate connection. I do not know how you do it but keep up the
good work. Regards, Paul” October 10, 2011
Very interesting and detailed reading swiftly delivered. We will see. Paul 09/05/11
only time will tell… but good value. Lisa 09/01/11
A++++++++++ Tatjana 08/31/11
Extremely detailed, thank you! 08/12/11
“Excellent email reading, highly recommended, plus very fast response thank you” -Veronique 08/09/11
“Lovely lady 2 deal with. She read me specially my relationship accurately! 5star” -Marcelle 08/09/11
“Thanks for my reading this morning Jessica! it was great. If anyone is thinking about having a reading
with you they should not think about it just do it, they won’t be sorry. We connected so well and you
knew exactly what I was thinking. For so many years, I’ve felt alone and boy did you prove me
otherwise, now I don’t know what to do with the amount of angels and arch angels and guides that are
around “ME” waiting for me to call on them. I’m going to have a party!!!! It’s not enough to say thank
you, so I’ll bow my head and say “Namaste” which means, “the spirit in me respects the spirit in you”.
We’ll speak soon!!!!” Tracey G. 08/06/11
“Jessica! WOW!!! This reading is amazing!!! Especially the name “MICK!” Thank you for a very insightful
reading! You are truly very gifted!” MARY N. [07/18/11]
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“Wonderful & very insightful; look forward to working with Jessica again” Nikki 07/18/11
“There are no words to explain this memorable moment!” Kim 07/09/11
“Jess was accurate and very pleasant to communicate with.” Jannat 06/11/11
“Wonderful! And completely dead on with her reading. Highly recommended!

” Krista 06/09/11

“Jess is a well kept secret treasure! I had a medical intuitve reading done on my daughter. Jess gave me
directions and suggestions of resources to try as well as zeroing in on my daughter’s specific needs. I
can’t wait to get started on trying her ideas…they are all logical and seem to ‘feel’ right to me!;-)” Mary
B. 06/08/11
“I am extremely pleased with my experience with Jessica. From the very quick response time (much
faster than anticipated) to the communication updates, everything went very smoothly. But the best
thing was the reading itself. I just get the feeling that Jessica got to the heart of the matter and
explained things well. Not sure how accurate the reading was (only time will tell, right?) but she did
confirm a lot of things my intuition was telling me…. and that was very reassuring to me, and I truly
believe she would not hesitate to tell me things I didn’t want to hear. That speaks to her integrity.
As a result of this, I plan on continuing to use her services. Actually, I don’t even think of it as services.
It’s more like asking for advice from a friend who ‘gets’ me.” – Stewart 05/21/11 [Reading done
5/18/11]
“I’ve had two readings from Jessica and she is amazingly accurate. Whenever I doubt or need more
“insight” in making inportant decisions, Jessica’s reading help validate my instincts and give inner peace.
Really enjoy the messages from my spiritual guides. I can really hear them via Jessica’s email readings.
There is no question that my family members are with me.
Thank you Jessica for being here and your generousity”. – Lori May 4, 2011 [Reading done March 30,
2011]
“Skeptical at first- Awesome Reading! Thank you, Thank you!” – Kristina 04/28/11 [Reading done
04/28/11]
“Thank you so much for the reading, Jess! Very inspiring. Its also nice to know that I am not the only one
who feels like this at work! I do think its some kind of energetic shift. People aren’t afraid to change
their lives or take things in a different direction when their unhappy. I have waited months for this, I’ve
been unhappy for quite some time at this job and I just can’t do it anymore. I feel confident in doing this
even without a job lined up. My angels have showed me so many signs that YES I should be doing
this…and your right…every time I ask them for help they really do help me
I’m so glad I found your website and got a reading from you….you are very accurate, kind hearted and
the answers were quick and true! I truly appreciate the quick turnaround for answers, I have been
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desperate for some kind of answer or insight on this situation.” – Thank you again, Susan 04/27/11
[Reading done 04/27/11]
“Jessica’s reading was VERY accurate!! She spends time in my salon doing readings and exercising her
talent. Clients of the salon have had her readings and have expressed their gratitude and amazement of
her accuracy. My personal reading gave me insight to whats to come and gave explanations for the
things that have happened in the past. It was great to know that my Nana was watching over me and
guiding me through life. THANK YOU!” Crystal L. (Owner of Vanity Hair Salon; Everett MA) 04/21/11
[Reading done 4/7/11]
“I felt that my reading was very helpful. I was curious of what type of energy I had around me and I got
exactly what I asked! I’d love to get another reading in the future.” Chelsea 04/21/11 [Reading done
3/31/11]
“Hi Jessica thank you for you reading. It was on target and inspirational I appreciate your psychic ability
for a young age you have alot of wisdom Thank you
tALK TO YOU SOON.” Nancy 04.18.11
[Reading done 4/14/11]
“Just wanted to let you know…We just accepted an offer on the house! Debbie L.” 04/04/11
“Thank you so much for a wonderful reading” Lori 03/30/11
” i did have a girl. i really beleived i was having a boy like i dreamed…(more)” – Teresa 02/27/11
“I originally contacted Jess to do a medical intuitive reading on my daughter. After many tests, the
doctors didn’t have any definite answers as to what was wrong. It was very frustrating because the
symptoms still remained. I provided Jess with only my daughter’s name and a picture, and she was able
to pinpoint where the problem was coming from. I was amazed as I had given her no indication as to
what was ailing my daughter. She also gave me advice on how to address the problem. I was so
impressed with Jess’ ability to see what was going on that I asked her to read for 10 more members of
my family, including myself. Again, with nothing more to go on but pictures and names, Jess was able to
let me know what each person needed to address. She is a truly gifted individual and has a very
generous spirit. Thank you, Jess! “- Kelly W. 12/11/10
My heartfelt thanks to you, Jess. Not only for answering my questions, but for being the real deal. Very
good intuition. Thank you very much 12/08/10
“Reiki experience I would highly recommend for anyone who would like to welcome in the holiday
season and bring in positive energy. I would definitely consider going to more sessions in the near
future.- The reading was encouraging I loved the part in the group, that I’m flowing and fairies love me
and I can talk with them anytime and take care of earth and they’ll like that. Important to take care of
me right now – that’s why I enjoyed the Reiki. That is taking care of me time. Each and everyone of us
get stronger from challenges.” Sharon F. 12/03/10
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AMAZING! Truly gifted. Thank You! A+++++ 11/27/10
very accurate, A+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 11/26/10
I Highly Recommend to EVERYONE! Just Perfect All Around You Can’t go Wrong 09/28/10
Thankyou! 09/28/10
The right answers – recommend buy from – A+++++ 09/27/10
Nice reading !!! Lovely Lady !! Thank you !! A+++++++++++ 09/26/10
“Jessica is not only the real deal but she is also a total sweatheart. I sought her help through a medical
intuitive reading. I wasn’t expecting much but I was in awe when I received her reading. She knew
exactly what was wrong with me. I was very impressed, especially since I never told her anything about
my health problems… The only thing she knew about me was my name and what I looked like because I
had sent her a picture. She always takes the time to answer any question I have about a reading.
Through her actions, I can tell that she truly wants to help others and cares about the well-being of her
clients. She is truly gifted and never dissapoints. Thank you for caring Jess, You are a wonderful person.”
: ) -Christine 09/24/10
Great very happy 09/23/10
Thanks for my reading. much appreciated 09/23/10
Q reading very easy to understand some of it make you work to fugure it out Thnk 09/23/10
Excellent! Highly recommended! Great Ebayer!! A+++++ 09/15/10
Impressive psychic intuition. Very helpful and generous. thank you. 09/08/10
Excellent service and item many thanks A++++++++++ 09/01/10
Jess, i just want to say that the reiki experience that I had with you was the most relaxing and
rejuvinating experiences that I could have had. I loved the smells, the sounds and the massage. If I could
do it every day, I would, but unfortunately you are not available every day. Too bad for me. ~Cheryl
08/28/10
nice reading but still didnt get any names of kids only 2 exes names. 08/27/10
thank you 08/26/10
Brilliant, accurate reading. Would reommend 08/25/10
Thank you for a most insightful reading. 10/10 08/21/10
Perfect as usual!! Thank you!! 08/21/10
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Good reading .. thank you A++++
very quick detailed and accurate!! thanks x 08/18/10
Excellent Ebayer. Would GLADLY do business with again 08/17/10
Intuitive and perceptive. 08/16/10
Very accurate reading, truly a gifted person. Thank you so much! 08/16/10
Great service and great reading, thank you

08/13/10

thank you for your reading you hit a some true points AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA++++++ 08/13/10
Repeat customer, great reading. Helped a lot

08/13/10

Fantastic reading, really hit the nail on the head! Will buy again, TY! 08/12/10
Received in a Timely Manner..answered question 08/12/10
Great reading, thank you for clarifying and for timeframes. Highly recommend A+ 08/10/10
Very sweet & gentle soul. Gave great details with time frame. Great reading too. 08/10/10
Fascinating experience with great direction from a very qifted Jess 08/10/10
accurate reading 08/09/10
Thankyou so much for my reading i couldn’t believe how true it is. xx 08/07/10
She is Amazing! If you want a reading get one from Jess Love her! 1000.00 stars= 08/04/10
very quick reponse,very professional, with a long detailed reading 08/04/10
FANTASTIC! THANK YOU 08/04/10
Great reading 08/02/10
Thanks for your time and energy! Fast response…A++++++ 08/01/10
Very good and informative reading. Thank you so much 07/29/10
Thank you for the lovely reading I feel it was spot on. Prompt reply thanks A+++ 07/29/10
Seller is wonderful. Thank you for your reading! 07/28/10
Wonderful reading.Thank you for clarifying, highly recommend, A+,will be back

07/27/10

girl? i hope not this time… i still think i am havinga boy …but thanks 07/27/10
Great communication. Very open. Interesting answer! Will be back. Thanks! 07/26/10
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Excellent reading — I recommend!!!!!! 07/26/10
Very honest & sincere, a trustworthy psychic. Valuable insights, thanks so much! 07/24/10
Great experience! Thanks!!! 07/21/10
thanks 07/21/10
very fast. professional and accurate

thanks! 07/19/10

Thanks 07/16/10
Thank you – very interesting indeed!

07/15/10

Wonderful experience, very tuned in to my energy. A delight

07/15/10

Loved the reading, will definitely be back 07/12/10
quick response , lovely lady TY =] 07/07/10
Great reading FAST Answer to Follow up THANK YOU 07/07/10
very good reading, will recomend to anyone, thankyou xxx 07/06/10
This was a very insightful reading! I highly recommend and I will return! 06/29/10
Really pleased. Im going to try some of 06/25/10
“This was a great experience! Jess has an amazing gift. I received an email reading and as soon as I
opened it, the first couple words had to do with my main reason for having this reading to begin with. I
was in awe She is very accurate and though I am still putting together other parts of this “puzzle”,
most of the reading hit home. I will definitely be using Jessica’s services again. She is very cool and down
to earth, which made this process so comfortable. I really appreciate how she cleared up some points
after the fact by answering my questions. I didn’t expect this. I have already started recommending
her Thank you again!” Cynthia
Amazing! great reading! Great communication and will definitely come back! 06/23/10
Understanding, gifted and accurate. Will purchase from again. Thanks!!!!!! 06/16/10
Great communication. A pleasure to do business with.06/15/10
gift is gift. she has the gift. i am so glad for all your reading. thank you 06/03/10
**Friendly seller, fast response and a real pleasure to deal with** 06/02/10
Nice, thank you! 05/31/10
no doubt you have the gift and for sure i will be back soon. thank you ++++++++ 05/31/10
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Spot on reading! It was nice that you could connect with my father too. Thank u! 05/30/10
excellent reading! accurate and a lot of great intuitive advice

05/30/10

Very insightful. Thank you for the positve reading =) 05/29/10
very on point, in tune. would highly recommend,told me things i didn’t know 05/28/10
Excellent Read! Thank you so much!! 05/25/10
Very impressive reading. Really gifted. 05/23/10
she is amazing. i am really, really impressed.she really has the gift. thank you 05/22/10
Thank you for the wonderful news 05/21/10
really interesting, thank you very much:) 05/06/10
Very nice and insightful, I will certainly try the things you suggested . A+ 05/02/10
awesome!thank you xoxo I’ll be back!5stars! 04/05/10
Thank you very much 04/05/10
THANK YOU AGAIN JESS FOR YOUR INSIGHT 04/05/10
Thanks 03/15/10
Went out of her way to offer advise. Very good insight! Thank you! 03/13/10
“I was thinking, my mom must have been curious who is this ‘gwai lo’ trying to connect with her when
you did. Fact is, she loved travelling, had travelled many places and met many people outside of
Singapore. And I know she would be keen to connect if given the chance to, even if or especially through
someone not from here. My only claim to any psychic ability is knowing what’s in my fridge for dinner,
so finding a special person like you with such incredible powers who can help me ‘see’ my beloved late
mom is not only amazing – how do you do it from all that distance! – it is also a blessing.
*hugs* LAYHOON Singapore Reading done 03/10/10 Testimonial done 03/11/10
Very gifted & friendly reader! Lots of information! Thanks! A+++ 03/05/10
my friend was happy with the reading…thanx 02/17/10
thank you 01/27/10
very accurate 01/23/10
thankyou..hope the predictions come accurate. 01/23/10
lovely helpful reading, TY!! 01/09/10
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very accurate 01/01/10
GREAT RESPONSE AND ALWAYS SO NICE !!!!WILL USE AGAIN! MUST TRY AT LEAST ONE TIME 12/31/09
Thank you helpful reading xx 12/26/09
TELLS EXACT INFORMATION AND DOES NOT SUGARFROST WORDING!!! 12/25/09
GREAT READING AS ALWAYS! HIGHLY recomended!!!! 12/25/09
Jess is amazing! Gave details known only to me.Truly gifted.I will be back! TY 12/24/09
Thank You. Wonderful Reading 12/21/09
“Absolutely amazing!! Couldn’t believe how accurate the reading was!” – Tanya 12/16/09
“wow! v-accurate….1 prediction has come up already…100 positive…thankyou!” Georgio 12/14/09
“100% Accurate! Beautiful Communication! Fast! Very Very Gifted! Amazing!” 12/08/09
“What a true gift of light, and enlightenment!! highly recommend!!” 12/07/09
Excellent Reading, Fast Service, Answers Your Question!!! Will Buy Again!!! 12/07/09
such a gifted spiritual psychic!! GREAT ADVICE!” 12/07/09
“Thank you very much for a lovely reading.Very accurate and kind!Would recommend” 12/07/09
“Highly recommended! Great communication!Would do another reading in the future!” 12/05/09
“Quick and very accurate reading!” 12/03/09
“Great communications! Thank you! A +++++” 12/02/09
“Genuine lady! Gave me lots of accurate details. Thank you very much!!” 11/30/09
“Fast response and gifted reading. Very insightful info. Will come back. TY” 11/29/09
“SINCERE&HONEST!!! The BEST EVER !! MUST TRY !! ACCURATE @QUICK DELIVERY” 11/28/09
Reading Oversea and different language ! Pregnancy/Profession’s/dead’s accurate+ 11/25/09
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED ! ACCURATE AND SINCERE KNOWS ANSWERS WITHOUT QUESTIONS WOW!*
11/21/09
Thanks. Nice reading. Would use again. Bless you. 11/16/09
Amazing! Very accurate, would recommend to anyone. 11/02/09
Great communication. A pleasure to do business with. 11/01/09
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Thank you for the interesting reading!!! 10/31/09
“Very insightful and accurate, especially with my grandmother. I would highly recommend you to
anyone that should ask. Many points that were spot on. Thank you again.” -Sue (Random/Email Reading
10/31/09)
Random LivePerson email reading for nutella on June 27, 2009 received 5/5 stars.
“Jess provided a random reading for me that proved very accurate, included extra ideas and inclinations
about an issue I have in this body. I found her reading extremely helpful in my connection with life, the
other side and progression in relation to the talents I have – thank you very much Jess.” L&L Robyn aka
Indigo Genie 03/27/08 Random reading sent 03/26/08
“Jess. It’s been many years since I had a reading. I thought my reading with you was excellent. It was a
pleasant and relaxing experience. Some things you told me were spot on, others are to be
determined!!! I look forward to many more readings with you! Sharon (August, 2008)”
“Really great reader. So perceptive about the future and stuff that’s going on in my life … will talk again
definitely. “David on Mar 16 2008 (5/5 Stars) Reading took place via LivePerson.com Messenger
03/16/08
You seemed very able to give readings to the general public. You can do psychic readings at the
Theosophical Society anytime you want. Good luck in your future endeavors. -Walter Ness (Theosophical
Society of Boston)Random reading sent 10/08/08
All I did was open up my heart and BE with the universe… I know it may sound funky- but the reality of
sitting there letting myself feel free and just relaxing letting myself listen to the noises around me and
the pressures and sensation of my body sitting down and feeling the air and heartbeat….. Being this
open and receptive to the world is a beautiful thing, and to communicate that level of expression to the
spirits while experiencing a reading can create powerful results with the answers recieved and
communicated, especially this time through Jess’s words and card spread. She’s very clever and theres
an innocence and honesty to her soul and way of being with us that is soothing and warrant of my trust
in her connection and expression of the Source. She’s right on cue with every card and detail she laid out
to me, and made sure to check in on me throughout the process… it was really cool… Much love to you
chica!!! ~Theo B Jr 8-8-08
Live LivePerson messenger reading under love & relationships for joyce on July 14, 2009 received 4/5
stars.
August 12, 2008
Dear Jessica,
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Thank you for the reading you presented to me via email in June. You know I can be skeptical at times of
these types of things but I have to say your reading was very accurate in a lot of areas, some of which I
didn’t realize until recently so I had to let you know.
I am in fact going through a career transition and didn’t even know this at the time of the reading. My
company is laying off all of the field staff this week and I will need to re-apply for a new position. This
situation has forced me to have to think through where I am and where I’ve come from and where I
want to go. I also have been getting back to a previous writing project that someone recently has
motivated me to pick up again, another thing that hadn’t happened yet and that you mentioned in the
reading.
One of the other areas you were accurate on is that I wasn’t taking care of myself. Since the reading I
have taken your recommendation and changed my eating habits and have been walking on a treadmill
and swimming 5 mornings a week and I feel much better.There are so many other things too. And you
were able to connect with all of this with me not being physically anywhere near you. I’m all the way
across the country.
Bottom line is I have had my cards read a few times in the past by various people and what makes your
readings stand out as special is that you don’t just give the reading but you give guidance through the
issues and situations. You recommend what to do to improve one’s health you don’t just say you’re not
taking care of yourself. You explain the benefits of and how to meditate, the importance of recognizing
what one is going through and why, you talked about the 100 things going on at once in my head and
how settling my mind would benefit me and a few ways to accomplish that. I found your reading
motivating and I felt empowered by your guidance and recommendations. I was truly impressed with
the whole process.
Even though you know me in many ways you don’t know what’s going on with me in my daily life and
couldn’t possibly have guessed at what you said. I was amazed and am still finding more to be true as
some time has passed. Thank you again for taking the time for me.
Be well,
Kathy
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